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Abstract: Sensor networks, and m ore specifically wireless sensor networks (W SN), are 
generally used to collect information from the environment. The gathered data are m ainly 
delivered to sinks or gateways  that become the endpoints w here applications can retrieve 
and use such data.  But applications would also expect from  a WSN an even t-driven 
operational model, so that they can be notified whenever occur som e specific 
environmental changes instead of analyzing c ontinuously the data provided periodically.In 
either operational m odel, wireless sensor netw orks represent a collection of objects 
interconnected, in a sim ilar way t hat is outlin ed by the Internet of Things vision. In 
following years sensors will become more capable and reso urceful. But in th e meantime, 
they lie into the definition of constrained devi ces. In addition, to fulfill the vision of the 
Internet of Things, they m ust have a virtual representation that allows  indirect access to  
their resources, a m odel that shou ld also incl ude the v irtualization of event sou rces in a  
WSN. Thus, in this paper we propose a m odel for a virtual representation of event sources 
in a WSN. The event sources are modeled as internet resources that are accessible by any 
internet application, following an Internet of Things approach. The m odel has been tested 
in a real implem entation where a wireles s sensor network has been deployed in an open 
neighborhood environment. Different event sources  have been identified in the proposed 
scenario, and they have been represented following the proposed model.  
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1. Introduction 

The Internet of Things paradigm  [1] aims at supporting smart objects connectivity so that any 
physical object (hom e appliances, car s, products in a m all, smartphones) can interact each other 
unmanned-wise and provide humans with a better daily experience. Existing technologies like WSN or 
RFID, among others, are env isioned as foundati on technologies for Io T. For acco mplishing that, 
standards are requir ed as they will encourag e interoperability am ong devices and solutions f rom 
different stakeholders. The IoT-A European research project [2] is specifying an architectural reference 
model  [3] that will pro vide a common framework for IoT-A solutions, overcoming interoperability 
challenges. Briefly, the proposed m odel in  [4] virtualizes devices  to obtain their com putational 
representation. The so called virtual device exposes it s resources, semantically described, to any other 
actor by means of services, accomplishing a SOA [5] approach. Different SOA technologies are being 
used and worldwide accepted, but the one that is  becoming preferred for its simplicity an d low 
overload whenever constrained devices are involved is RESTful Web Services, based on the REST  [6] 
approach. In a ROA (Resource Orie nted Architecture) solution, system  entities can only create, read, 
update and delete resources hosted by any other system entity. 

WSN based solutions are usually event-driven syst ems to save network res ources. Sensors node go 
to sleep mode until a significant event is triggere d, notifying subscribers a bout that only when it is 
necessary. That will reduce the energy consumption and the number of messages across the network, 
improving the overall perform ance of the W SN. The design of such system s has to com ply with IoT 
reference models in order to be  integrated in any IoT solution. Therefore, the elem ents in an 
event-driven system like in a WSN have to be properly modelled to match the REST approach as well 
as the IoT reference model (e.g. IoT-A). 

This paper proposes a model that enables REST compliance of event-driven system, virtualizing the 
corresponding devices as it is being proposed in IoT reference models like IoT-A. The model has been 
developed and successfully integrated in a pilot in WoO (Web of Objects), a European research project 
labelled by the ITEA2 research pr ogram and funded by the Spanish Ministry for Industry, Energy and 
Tourism. WoO aims at providing a model for developing a Web of Objects, comprised of objects in an 
IoT that cooperates smartly to arrange and provide a web of services and complex virtual devices. 

The different elem ents of the m odels have been integrated in nSOM (nano S ervice Oriented 
Middleware), a m iddleware that is  being deve loped by th e Universidad Politécnica de Madr id for 
deploying WSN solutions on any hardware platform. 

The event sources in the W SN are registered and publishe d in a repository, e ither statically or 
dynamically by discovering them , as REST res ources. The nSOM event m anager will send a 
subscription message to every event-source (sensor node). Any external subscriber will also register in 
the nSOM repository and will be ex posed as a r esource. Whenever an event is tr iggered, the sensor 
node will notify the event m anager that will create a new resource in the repo sitory representing the 
new event and will notify the appropriate subscriber  about that new resource. The event sources have 
only one subscriber, the event m anager, thus avoiding storing large lists of subscribers and reducing 
the number of messages across the WSN when notifying subscribers. 

The repository and the event manager are nSOM elements running in the gateway that connects the 
WSN to a other network. 
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2. Proposal 

When dealing with the design of any architecture that involves the use of a W SN, there are a set of 
challenges that m ust be taken into  consideration. Other au thors have identified in the pa st several 
factors that can influence in the design of the network, lik e the f ault tolerance, the scalability, the 
hardware constraints, the topology, the communication and so on [7]. In an event-driven model there is 
also the consideration of whether an event no tification must be gua ranteed or not, as well as the 
delivery time. In our sc enario, as will be d escribed in the r esults section, a m aximum delay of the 
delivery time of one minute was imposed by platform requirements. 

In this m odel, besides the response tim e, the lim itation of resources has also been taken into 
account. The message interchange between the entities participating in an even t notification has been 
reduced to a minimum in the domain of the WSN. 

2.1. The virtualization model 

Every node in a W SN can be considered as a set of resources that ca n be exposed to other entities, 
including humans. The same approach can be used to describe the events detected by the sensor nodes. 
As with an y WSN, a gateway th at translates and routes the m essages from and to such  network 
provides the connectivity to the Internet community. 

The proposal is to provide, in the gateway, a vi rtual representation of network nodes capabilities  
and functionalities by m eans of e xposed resources. Through this virtual representation, a set of 
services can be defined to access no de resources, and even create new o nes to manage new events as  
they are triggered. This complies with the domain model described in IoT-A [3]. Figure 1 shows a 
graphical depiction of the proposed model. 

Figure 1. Virtualization model scenario 

 
 
The model can be defined in three stages. In the first one the gateway dete cts that a node in the  

WSN provides events. This detection is done either actively or passively using one of the two methods 
that has been developed in the nSOM m iddleware in the scope of the WoO project. Once an event 
source is identifed, the event manager in the gateway subscribes itself as an event consum er, exposing 
the event so urce as a R EST service. The REST se rvices are m odeled following the design patterns 
described in  [8]. This step corresponds to messages 1.X Figure 2. 

In the s econd step th e users and other entities that wan t to be notif ied when a n event sou rce 
generates an event, sub scribes themselves to th e event manager in th e gateway u sing also a REST 
service. Both these resources and the ones related to the sources are shown in Table 1. In this way the 
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event manager acts as an event b roker to th e event consumers. The subscribers p rovide the event 
manager with a callb ack function that is a lso modeled as a REST service. This step correspon ds to 
messages 2.X in Figure 2. 

Table 1. Event manager resources description 
URI Method Description 
Sources POST Register a new source. 

GET Retrieve the list of registered sources. 
sources/{sourceID} GET Retrieve the information of “sourceID”. 

PUT Update the information of “sourceID”. 
DELETE Remove the registered entry of “sourceID”. 

subscribers POST Register a new subscriber. 
GET Retrieve a list of registered subscribers. 

subscribers/{subscriberID} GET Retrieve the information of “subscriberID”. 
PUT Update the information of “subscriberID”. 
DELETE Remove the registered entry of “subscriberID”. 

 
Finally, when an event is generated in the event source, it is notified first to the event manager by a 

lightweight message using agai n the nSOM m iddleware. The even t manager then res ends the 
notification to the event consumers using the callback function, which is also a REST service, using a 
POST method. This step corresponds to m essages 3.X in Figure 2. All the inf ormation interchanged 
using REST is JSON based.  

Figure 2. Event source virtualization and event notification processing 

 
In the above figure, Event Source refers to an event source in a W SN and Discovery Service, and 

REST Services Repository refer to nSOM elements running in the gateway.  
The representation of the event source as a REST service in the gate way is part of  the whole 

virtualization model that has been  developed by the UPM in W oO for integrating WSN as objects in 
the IoT domain using nSOM. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

The model has been tested succ essfully in a real scen ario that is  based on an open sm art 
neighborhood. SunSPOT devices equipped with a sens or board capable of providing tem perature and 
luminosity readings, as well as interfacing with external sensors, have been used. One of these sensors 
were programmed to virtualize a heat  detector for use in fire detec tion, composing it from temperature 
services running in other nodes, taking as a refere nce the operational specifications recommended by 
the European Nor mative EN 54-5:2000 [9]. Other SunSPOT node was provided with an external 
proximity sensor. It was programm ed as a presence de tector. Both were defined as event sources, and 
notified the appropriate  notifications to th e event manager on the gatew ay whenever they detect an 
event condition. Besides these even t sources, a set of other sensor nodes where deployed to test the 
validity of the scenario. 

The gateway was a PC with Ubuntu 12.04 LTS, and a SunSPOTbasestation connected to an USB 
port to provide connectivity wi th the deployed SunSPOT node s by means of an IE EE 802.15.4 radio 
interface. The nSOM m iddleware was integrated into an  ESB plat form, Fuse ESB Enterprise 7.1, 
translating the messages incoming from the WSN to the corresponding REST services, and if required, 
the REST invocations to the corresponding nSOM m essages to be casted to the WSN. The elem ents 
follow the m odel previously described. In th e ESB two bundles are provided for the basic  
functionalities of interacting with nSOM capable  devices in a W SN, and to act as an event m anager. 
The information regarding event sources, consum ers and events are m anaged dynamically and stored 
in a MySQL database. 

This deployment has been integr ated with other WoO partners’ contributions in the scope of the  
open smart neighborhood scenario. In  the tests that were conducted, the event manager was able to 
detect correctly the two types of event sources, and to represent them as REST resources. All the event 
notifications from the WSN were also captured succesfully by the event manager, and redirected to the 
event subscribers. All this process was done in a small fraction of the time requirements for the project. 

4. Conclusions 

An event-driven system has been successfully m odelled and integrated in a REST solution f or an 
IoT application, in a real  pilot in the W oO project fram ework. The capabilities of different pilot 
devices from different partners were modelled as resources, according also to IoT-A recommendations, 
and applications and devices intera cted readily. The results show that devices virtualization, using 
REST and ontologies for sem antically annotating th eir description, leverages the IoT developm ent, 
covering also event-driven devices and minimizing the negative impact on the network performance of 
the messages concerning subscription and event notification. 

A virtual event-source is an inte resting research issue we are wo rking on now. A node in the W SN 
runs a sm all orchestrator that will look up for sp ecific event sources, subscribe to its notification 
service, and compose a new kind of event that will be triggered whenever a certain sequence of events 
arises, becoming an event-source therefore. 
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